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Oкыьйлфныやсцやфнпйфф唖やшъчьнльсцпやойъхや
йцсхйфыやсцやьрнやUцсьнмやSьйьныやйыやйцсхйфや
ъспрьыやйкэыныやйцмやнцюсъчцхнцьйфや
мнпъймйьсчцやлчцьсцэн
ElizabethやBennem1

Rныэхч╈ O artigo aborda questões relacionadas às forças dos lobbies 
agrícolas e farmacêuticas para manter o status quo na sociedade norte-
americana. Desta forma, temas relacionados aos direitos dos animais e 
ambientais serão discutidas através do enfoque do consumo da carne. 
Este paper busca, assim, através da de uma visão multidisciplinar 
e jurídica, apresentar as principais normas de proteção dos Estados 
Unidos╆やAoやRnal╇や aやautoraやdemonstraやqueやháやumaや inadequaçãoやdasや
leis de proteção dos animais e ambientais, tentando oferecer soluções 
para uma proteção futura.

Pйфйюъйыまлрйюн╈ Direitos dos Animais, Fábrica de Fazenda, a 
Operaçãoや Concentradaや deや Alimentaçãoや Animalや 〉CAFOや ｠《╇や Meioや
Ambiente, Agricultura, Artigos farmacêuticos, Lobby, a Lei de Abate 
Humanitário, a Lei do Bem-Estar Animal (AWA), Lei da Água Limpa 
〉CWA《╇や Leiや doやArや Limpoや 〉｠CEAを《╇や aや regraや Gasesや deや Efeitoや Estufaや
alfaiataria, Compensação de Resposta Global do Impacto Ambiental e 
ResponsabilidadeやCivilや〉CERCLAや｠《╇やPlanosやdeやEmergênciaやeやDireitoや
deやSaberやdaやComunidadeや〉｠やEPCRAや｠《╇やConcorrênciaやDesleal

Aкыьъйль╈やNavigatingやthroughやaやwideやarrayやofやlawsやthatやfailやtoやprotectや
animals raised for consumption is a common obstacle and frustration 
animal rights activists and lawyers face every day in the United States, 
andやacrossや theやworld╆やWhileや lawsやspeciRcallyや targetedやatやprotectingや
animals fail to include adequate, if any, protections for farmed 
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animals, other regulatory schemes that could apply often fall short as 
well. The cultural and religious history and values in the United States 
join forces with powerful agricultural and pharmaceutical lobbyists 
to maintain the status quo and the United State’s willful blindness to 
the realities of the animal rights and environmental issues associated 
with modern meat consumption. This Comment explores various 
multidisciplinary legal theories through which farm animals may 
be protected under United States Law. The Comment ultimately 
concludes that the current laws inadequately protect farm animals 
from animal rights abuses and the environment from pollution and 
oTersやsolutionsやforやfutureやprotection╆や

Kн唖ячъмы╈ Animal Rights, Factory Farm, Concentrated Animal Feeding 
Operationや 〉｠CAFOを《╇や Environment╇や Agriculture╇や Pharmaceutical╇や
Lobby╇やHumaneやSlaughterやAct╇やAnimalやWelfareやActや 〉｠AWAを《╇やCleanや
WaterやActや〉｠CWAを《╇やCleanやAirやActや〉｠CAAを《╇やGreenhouseやGasやTailoringや
Rule, Comprehensive Environmental Response Compensation and 
Liabilityや Actや 〉｠CERCLAを《╇や Emergencyや Planningや andや Communityや
RightやtoやKnowやActや〉｠EPCRAを《╇やUnfairやCompetition╆

Sэх阿ъсч╈や ｱ╆や Introduction╉や ｲ╆やHowやFactoryや FarmingやATectsやAnimalsや
and the Environment; 3. Societal Resistance; 4. The Humane Slaughter 
Act’s Failures; 5. Animal Welfare Act Excludes Agricultural Animals; 
6. Using Environmental Laws to Regulate Cruelty to Animals in 
Factory Farms; 7. Using Unfair Competition Laws to Regulate Cruelty 
to Animals; 8. Recommendations; 9. Conclusion 

ｱ╆やIntroduction

The Humane Slaughter Act and other laws purporting to 
protectやanimalsやdoやnotやeTectivelyやregulateやtheやwayやanimalsやareや
treatedやwhenやaliveやandやgrowingやinやfactoryやfarmやsemings╆やNorやdoや
theや currentやenvironmentalや lawsや inや theやUnitedやStatesやeTective-
ly regulate the pollution factory farms emit. These regulations 
must be amended to fully protect animals, both those in factory 
farmsやandやthoseやinやsurroundingやnaturalやhabitatsやthatやareやaTec-
ted by the resulting pollution. Despite the appearance of a con-
cern for animal welfare found in our society and recent growing 
awareness regarding conditions at factory farms and the resul-
ting environmental threats, few changes have been made to the 
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factory farming industry. A new approach to animal rights and 
welfare is needed to stop the massive cruelty occurring at fac-
tory farms. While it is possible that environmental laws may be 
able to accomplish more to protect animals at factory farms than 
animal welfare laws, there are still many loopholes and enfor-
cement problems with the applicable environmental laws that 
lead to incomplete regulation of factory farms. 

Likewise, unfair competition laws could be used to regulate 
unlawful and inhumane conditions at factory farms, but they 
areやgenerallyやnotやenforcedやunlessやthereやisやaやwillingやplaintiTやwithや
standing to bring suit. Legislators could enact similar laws tar-
geted at protecting the living conditions of farm animals, but the 
enforcement and funding obstacles present in current legisla-
tion would remain. The more animal welfare and rights groups 
can expose the horrors present at factory farms, the more likely 
furtherやregulationsやwillやbeやpromulgatedやandやtheやbemerやtheyやwillや
be enforced. 

This note begins with an examination of the animal rights 
and environmental problems associated with large scale ani-
mal farming operations. Societal resistance to greater regulation 
protecting farm animals is then explained through a discussion 
ofや howや religion╇や theや legalや system╇や andや societalや amitudesや haveや
played a part in this resistance in the United States. Section IV 
detailsやSawsやpresentやinやtheやHumaneやSlaughterやActやinやaddressingや
the animal abuse occurring at these factory farms. The Animal 
WelfareやActや isや thenやexaminedやinやSectionやVやandやitsやdeRcienciesや
at protecting farm animals are explored. The next section goes 
on to propose ways that environmental laws, if properly enfor-
ced, could decrease the prevalence of certain evils at factory far-
ms, such as overcrowding and unsanitary conditions. Section 
VII discusses how unfair competition and false advertisement 
laws can be enforced by damaged parties, presumably farms 
whose businesses are hurt by the advantage factory farms re-
ceive when treating their animals inhumanely to decrease price 
andやincreaseやproRts╇やwhichやcouldやresultやinやsemlementsやprohibi-
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ting the inhumane tactics. Section VIII suggests solutions to the 
lack of laws and adequate enforcement against animal cruelty 
inやfactoryやfarmやsemings╆やLastly╇やtheやnoteやconcludesやwithやaやbriefや
summary.

ｲ╆やHowやFactoryやFarmingやATectsやAnimalsやandやtheや
Environment

Large scale meat and dairy farming operations create many 
animal rights and environmental violations. Many of the envi-
ronmental problems and animal abuse issues associated with 
factory farms stem from the fact that they are so intensely over-
crowded. This crowding leads to a larger bulk of pollutants 
and more uncomfortable living conditions for the animals. The 
pollutants spewing from factory farms not only cause great harm 
to the environment, but also damage the habitats and health of 
animals both in the immediate area and vastly far-reaching due 
to the resultant climate impacts. Factory farms have seriously 
detrimental environmental and animal rights implications that 
must be addressed.

Characteristic conditions at factory farms include overly cro-
wdedやandやunsanitaryやlivingやspacesやforやtheやanimals╇やlimleやaccessや
to outdoor areas, no outlets through which animals can practi-
ce natural behaviors, such as rummaging or dust-bathing, and 
often-times workers who are physically and verbally abusive to 
the animals.1 Further, animals are often not properly anestheti-
zed when undergoing physical procedures or during the slau-
ghtering process.2 These conditions in which the animals are 
crowded, kept unhealthy physically and psychologically, and 
notやpermimedやtoやbehaveやnaturallyやareやhighlyやinjurious╇やbutやcon-
tinueやwithやlimleやcriticism╆や

InやadditionやtoやtheやhorriRcやanimalやrightsやabusesやfoundやwithinや
theや factories╇やmanyやanimalsやsuTerやoutsideや theや factoryやbecauseや
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of the pollution that originates there. Because of animals’ close 
reliance on their environments for survival, most environmen-
talや impactsやalsoやgreatlyやaTectやanimals╆やFactoryや farmsやproduceや
immense amounts of hazardous pollution, due in large part to 
the concentrated conditions.3 Water pollution problems caused 
largelyやbyやfactoryやfarmやrunoTやincludeやincreasedやfecalやcoliformや
content and exorbitant levels of nutrients from fertilizer such as 
nitrogen and phosphorus.4 This leads to the explosion of algae 
blooms╇やdecreasedやdissolvedやoxygenやcontent╇やdentriRcation╇やandや
evenやRshやkills╆5 The increased algae and decreased oxygen levels 
choke out plants and animals that are important to the natu-
ral ecosystem, creating an imbalance and hindering the proper 
function of the plants and animals that once thrived there.6 

Factory farms also cause air pollution in the form of methane, 
nitrous oxide, and gaseous ammonia, for example, which con-
tribute to global warming impacts and respiratory health prob-
lems.7  Agriculture and land-use changes related to crop and an-
imal production cause an estimated one-third of all greenhouse 
gasesや 〉｠GHGを《や causedやbyやhumans╆8 Methane is a particularly 
strong GHG, as it traps heat in the atmosphere more than 20 
timesやmoreやeTectivelyやthanやcarbonやdioxideやoverやaやｱｰｰまyearやpe-
riod.9やRuminantやlivestock╇やsuchやasやcamle╇やproduceやapproximate-
ly 80 million metric tons of methane per year globally.10 This 
accountsや forや roughlyやｲｸゾやofや theや totalやglobalやmethaneやemimedや
caused by human-related activities.11 Among the livestock in-
dustries in the U.S., the cow-calf sector of the beef industry is 
responsible for the largest amount, 58 percent, of methane emis-
sions.12 Every adult cow emits between 176 to 242 lbs., or 80-
110 kgs, of methane every year and each dairy cow emits more 
methane than those raised for beef.13 

Clearly, factory farming contributes greatly to air pollution 
and climate change. Therefore, the impacts on the environment 
and animals caused by factory farming are even graver than 
theyやappearやatやRrstやglanceやafterやoneやaccountsやforやvariousやclimateや
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change-related phenomena. Climate change due to GHGs, like 
methane, causes various environmental problems such as in-
creased temperature, frequent weather events, sea-level rise, in-
creased prevalence of invasive species that disturb ecosystems, 
and many more associated issues.14やThis╇やinやturn╇やaTectsやanimalsや
in that their habitats are destroyed or lost, invasive species com-
pete for and damage resources, and temperature changes alter 
the areas on which animals rely- often causing them to lose the 
ability to survive as they once had.15 Certainly the full impacts 
on animals and the environment are immeasurable.

In addition to these pollutants, approximately 24 million 
pounds of antibiotics are administered to livestock per year.16 
This makes up for 70 percent of the nation’s use of antibiotics.17 
Such antibiotics are used prophylactically, to prevent disease in 
these overcrowded conditions where disease would otherwise 
Sourish╆18 Large amounts of these antibiotics end up in our wa-
ter system, leading to antibiotic resistant bacteria and thus resis-
tance in humans and other animals.19 As a result, the antibiotics 
administered to livestock disturb surrounding and far-reaching 
ecosystems from the very smallest bacteria up to the top of the 
food chain.

Likewise, factory farmers administer various hormones to 
theirやlivestockやinやanやeTortやtoやincreaseやproductivity╆20 These hor-
monesやalsoやendやupや inや theやwaterやsystemやandやaTectやecosystemsや
and animals, including humans- causing various health impacts 
such as increased prostate cancer rates.21 Many farm animals 
grow disproportionately due to the high amounts of hormones 
they are treated with, causing them health problems and inju-
ries.22 Hormones lead to imbalances that make ecosystems, hu-
mans, and other animals unhealthy.

The pollution created in the factory farming process is even 
greater once the resources needed to produce meat and dairy are 
factored into the equation. Creating meat is a highly water inten-
sive operation. For example, 2,500 gallons of water are needed 
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in order to create one pound of beef.23 Half of all the water used 
in the United States is used for livestock production.24 For every 
one unit of soy protein produced, one unit of land, water, and 
fossil fuels are needed versus 6-17 land units, 4.4 to 26 water 
units, and 6-20 fossil fuel units needed respectively to produce 
one unit of animal protein.25 In addition to wasted water, up to 
ten times more grain is required to produce grain-fed beef in 
the United States than through direct grain consumption.26 The 
average fossil fuel intensity for foods in the U.S is a three to one 
ratio while the ratio for industrially-produced meat can be up to 
thirtyまRveやtoやone╆27 These additional considerations only begin 
to skim the surface of the extra environmental burdens associ-
ated with meat production, yet they demonstrate the detrimen-
tal environmental loading associated with meat.

Factory farms are one of the leading causes of pollution and 
likely the leading cause of animal rights abuses, yet they remain 
largely unregulated. The inhumane conditions at large-scale 
animal farming operations are oft-overlooked. The pollution 
from factory farms, which is largely exempted from many en-
vironmental laws, leads to contaminated land, air, and water, 
and stresses and damages surrounding natural ecosystems, the 
animals found within them, and areas sensitive to global war-
ming impacts. The factory farm model must be addressed and 
changed. Many laws come close to addressing these problems, 
but fail to prohibit the immense pollution and animal rights 
abuses. 

ｳ╆やSocietalやResistance

ImprovingやlawsやprotectingやanimalsやisやdiUcultやdueやtoやsocietalや
resistance based on traditions, convenience, lack of knowledge 
about where modern meat comes from, and general unpopu-
larity of the movement. The nearly complete exclusion of farm 
animals from regulations that are designed to stop the exact abu-
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ses they endure is such a glaring example of how animals are 
protected in accordance with the needs and desires of humans, 
and not in a way that recognizes the animal as a being with an 
end in itself. Many people lack knowledge about how animals 
are mistreated in farming operations.28 Many of the people who 
lack this knowledge purposefully avoid educating themselves 
on the topic so as to avoid addressing the evils they contribute to 
as they continue to live their daily life unchanged. Furthermore, 
interested parties, such as agribusiness and pharmaceuticals, 
Rghtやsuccessfullyやagainstやregulation╆29 Even the general public 
often resists further regulation, fearing that this will hinder their 
desires- e.g. to buy inexpensive meat.30 This is partly a result of 
the enormous amount of propaganda the meat and dairy indus-
tries, among others, barrage the general public with concerning 
theやhealthやbeneRtsやofやmeatやandやdairyやandやtheやinabilityやofやhumansや
to get enough protein, calcium, etc. from non-animal products.31 
Further, because many believe that animals lack the ability to 
think, feel emotions, and experience, ensuring they are treated 
humanely is not a top priority.32 

Society in the United States is also deeply embedded with 
Judeo-Christian ideals that lead many to believe our dominion 
overやanimalsやisやjustiRed╆33 Within this set of beliefs, is the princi-
ple that humans reign supreme and other animals were created 
for human use.34 I am sure I am not alone when I tell you that my 
grandmotherやrespondedやtoやmyやvegetarianismやbyやsaying╇や｠Theや
goodやLordやputやCamleやonやthisやEarthやforやusやtoやeat‶をやThisやsocietalや
amitudeや towardや animalsや isや reSectiveや ofや anや overallや amitudeや to-
ward nature and the environment as a resource for humans to 
exploit freely. However, Wise correctly points out that religion 
and animal rights do not necessarily have to clash in the face of 
animal abuse.35 Wise also points out the various other atrocities 
religion has been used to justify.36 Though we may be correct 
in recognizing that our society operates under many religious 
beliefs╇や thisやdoesやnotや serveやasやaやvalidや justiRcationや forや society‒sや
lackadaisical approach to animal abuse. Instead, this understan-
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ding allows us to approach animal rights and abuse issues in a 
mannerやbemerやsuitedやtoやpersuadeやaやreligiousやsocietyやofやtheやevilsや
associated with factory farm animal production. For instance, 
this may be accomplished through emphasizing, not that it is 
morally wrong to eat or use animals despite possibly believing 
this╇やbutやinsteadやfocusingやonやtheやhorriRcやlivingやconditionsやandや
gruesomeやdeathsや｠God‒sやcreaturesをやareやforcedやtoやendure╆や

This religion-based outlook regarding animals is also appa-
rent in our legal system, which treats animals as property, fur-
ther hindering their protection.37 Despite the fact that the legal 
system is secularized to a certain extent, religious views remain 
at the bedrock of the legal system’s foundation, which encou-
rages people to treat animals like products and commodities.38 
Because, according to religious tradition, non-human animals 
were created for human use, animals are thus treated as human 
property.39 This was clearly established long ago in Pierson v. 

Post, which held that in order to assert possession over an ani-
mal, one must have control over the animal physically- by trap-
ping the animal in such a way that it could not escape or mortally 
wounding or killing the animal.40 This common law occupancy 
requirement clearly is based on a view of nonhuman animals as 
property and solely in existence for the use of humans.

There is much debate over whether it is morally permissible 
to treat animals as property and the repercussions of treating 
them as such. On one end of the spectrum, some argue that ani-
mals‒やstatusやasやpropertyやisやtheやrootやofやallやevilやcommimedやagainstや
them.41 This view, however, is too extreme for some, who argue 
that the property status of animals is not at the root of the pro-
blem, but it is the lack of strong laws regulating treatment of 
animals that is at issue.42 Epstein argues that animals are not 
worthyやofやrightsやbecauseやtheyやareやfundamentallyやdiTerentやfromや
humansやandやactuallyやbeneRtやfromやtheirやstatusやasやproperty╆43 This 
argument╇やhowever╇や failsや toや recognizeやallや ofや theや suTeringやani-
mals are subjected to as a result of their property status- e.g. 
treatment and living conditions of factory farmed animals. The 
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argument also fails to truly address the fact that we already 
grant some rights to animals and that we grant rights to humans 
that lack fundamentally human characteristics, like those that 
animals are said to lack. Examining factory farms alone convin-
cinglyやdemonstratesやtheやpainやinSictedやuponやanimalsやasやaやresultや
ofやtheirやlegalやstatusやlackingや｠personhood╆をや

Most societal mechanisms disfavor consideration of the tre-
atment of animals when there is any perceived human expense. 
This is apparent in the fact that anti-cruelty laws largely do not 
apply to farm animals, as discussed below in Sections IV and 
V.44 Farm animals are the animals that we have the most exploi-
tativeやrelationshipやwithやandやtheやonesやthatやwouldや｠costをやmostやforや
us to protect. It is no coincidence that we protect these animals 
the least. It serves human needs to exploit these animals, as the 
majority of society enjoys eating them, these consumers do not 
want to pay high prices to be able to eat them, the factory far-
mersやwantやtheやlargestやproRtsやpossible╇やandやtheやpharmaceuticalや
companies do not want to lose out on the majority of their anti-
biotics sales. Thus, it works conveniently for society to continue 
operating factory farms as they have, with no consideration of 
how the animals are being treated during their lives or in their 
deaths.

ｴ╆やTheやHumaneやSlaughterやAct‒sやFailures

TheやHumaneやSlaughterやActやofやｱｹｷｸや〉｠HSAを《やdoesやnotやadequa-
tely protect animals produced for consumption in the United 
States.45 The HSA includes provisions regarding what consti-
tutes humane slaughter,46 an authorization for the Secretary of 
Agricultureや 〉theや ｠Secretaryを《や toや conductや furtherや researchや andや
designateやdiTerentやmethodsやofやslaughter╇47 and an exemption for 
ritual slaughter.48 The humane methods of slaughter provision 
doesやnotやdeRneやhumane╇やbutやonlyやlistsやtwoやformsやofやslaughterや
that were found to be humane.49やTheやRrstやmethodやincludes╇や｠inや
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theやcaseやofやcamle╇やcalves╇やhorses╇やmules╇やsheep╇やswine╇やandやotherや
livestock, all animals are rendered insensible to pain by a single 
blow or gunshot or an electrical, chemical, or other means that is 
rapidやandやeTective╇やbeforeやbeingやshackled╇やhoisted╇やthrown╇やcast╇や
orやcut╆を50 The second provision includes that, 

by slaughtering in accordance with the ritual requirements of the 
Jewish faith or any other religious faith that prescribes a method of 
slaughterやwherebyやtheやanimalやsuTersやlossやofやconsciousnessやbyやanemiaや
of the brain caused by the simultaneous and instantaneous severance 
of the carotid arteries with a sharp instrument and handling in 
connection with such slaughtering.51

Thus╇やtheやHSAやprovidesやforやkillingやwhenやanやanimalやisや｠ren-
deredや insensibleや toや painをや orや byや cumingや theや carotidや arteriesや toや
induce loss of consciousness.52

TheやRrstやproblemやpresentedやbyや thisやstatute╇や isや thatや itや isやnotや
properly publicly enforced. The United States Department of 
Agricultureや〉theや｠USDAを《╇やledやbyやtheやSecretaryやofやAgriculture╇や
is responsible for enforcing the HSA.53 However, the USDA op-
posed the HSA and many of its members do not strictly enforce 
the laws against the regulated slaughterhouses in the hopes that 
they may someday get high-paying jobs working for them.54 
Enforcement agents are far from present in the industry, leaving 
many industry employees completely unaware of the HSA.55 
There are numerous accounts of animals being processed before 
they are actually rendered insensible to pain.56 

An example of improper enforcement by the USDA against 
reprehensible conditions at a slaughterhouse is the recent closu-
reやofやBushwayやPacking╇やInc╆やThisやorganicallyやcertiRedやVermontや
slaughterhouse was cited for mistreating animals three times 
in six months by the Department of Agriculture, but it was not 
until the Humane Society of the United States captured these 
abuses on tape in an undercover investigation that the plant 
was closed.57 The Humane Society caught slaughterhouse em-
ployees kicking calves, excessively electrically prodding them, 
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and not completely rendering them senseless before slaughte-
ring or even skinning them.58 They even captured a Department 
of Agriculture inspector informing employees about how they 
could escape being shut down for violations and failing to stop 
anやemployeeやfromやcumingやanやanimalやthatやwasやnotやrenderedやin-
sensible to pain.59 Bushway Packing provides a sadly represen-
tative example of how the HSA is not being adequately followed 
or enforced by the Department of Agriculture. 

Secondly╇やpoultry╇やRsh╇やandやrabbitsやareやnotや includedや inや theや
HSA. Congress’s failure to include chickens is particularly 
appalling because of the enormous number of chickens slau-
ghtered for food every year. In the United States alone, 9.08 
billion chickens were slaughtered for consumption in 2008.60 
The slaughter of these animals is not nationally regulated,61 nor 
is the slaughter of all of the unwanted male chicks eliminated 
through the culling process at egg production facilities.62 Under 
the HSA, none of these animals have to be stunned before they 
are processed and killed.63 The pain these animals feel is of no 
concern to Congress. 

Thus, even though the HSA sets out to protect animals slau-
ghtered for human purposes, the exemptions and lack of enfor-
cement render the Act unable to protect most farm animals in a 
meaningful way. For the HSA to even begin to protect farm ani-
mals adequately, another agency or entity would likely need to 
assume enforcement responsibilities and many key exemptions 
would have to be removed from the Act.

ｵ╆やAnimalやWelfareやActやExcludesやAgriculturalやAnimals

The other main Act dealing with the treatment of animals is 
the Animal Welfare Act.64

This Act regulates how animals are transported, handled, 
and sold.65やHowever╇やtheやActやspeciRcallyやdoesやnotやregulateやtheや
treatment of farm animals produced for consumption.66 Many 
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animal welfare activists have argued that farm animals should 
be included under the provisions of the Animal Welfare Act.67 
If farm animals were included under this Act, and it was actu-
ally enforced, much of the unnecessary cruelty to farm animals 
could be eliminated. 

ｶ╆やUsingやEnvironmentalやLawsやtoやRegulateやCrueltyやtoや
AnimalsやinやFactoryやFarms

Due to the fact that the HSA and Animal Welfare Act largely 
fail to regulate the

treatment and slaughter of factory-farmed animals and gre-
ater societal acceptance of environmental issues than animal ri-
ghts issues, some activists have turned to Environmental laws 
as a way to decrease animal cruelty.68 Environmental issues are 
generally of greater social concern and thus are often more fre-
quently enacted and broadly encompassing. Because, as pre-
viously discussed, the overcrowding at factory farms leads to 
much of the pollution and animal rights issues, if laws can be 
used to decrease pollution from factory farms, this would like-
ly have to lead to less crowded conditions and therefore, hope-
fully, more humane treatment of farm animals. 
TheやCleanやWaterやActや〉｠CWAを《やincludesやregulationsやthatやspe-

ciRcallyやtargetやfactoryやfarmやpollution╆やUnderやtheやCWA╇やanimalや
feedingやoperationsや〉｠AFOを《やandやCAFOsやareやsubjectやtoやNationalや
PollutantやDischargeやEliminationやSystemや〉｠NPDESを《やpermimingや
requirements and thus in order to operate, they must obtain a 
NPDES permit that meets the requirements of the CWA.69 The 
Environmentalや Protectionや Agencyや 〉｠EPAを《や deRnesや AFOsや asや
follows╈

〉ｱ《やAnimalや feedingやoperationや 〉｠AFOを《やmeansや aや lotや orや facilityや 〉otherや
than an  aquatic animal production facility) where the following 
conditionsやareやmet╈や
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(i) Animals (other than aquatic animals) have been, are, or will be 
stabledやorや conRnedやandや fedやorやmaintainedや forや aや totalや ofや ｴｵやdaysやorや
more in any 12-month period, and 

(ii) Crops, vegetation, forage growth, or post-harvest residues are not 
sustained in the normal growing season over any portion of the lot or 
facility.70 

EPA further deines Concentrated animal feeding operations 

as follows:

〉ｲ《やConcentratedやanimalやfeedingやoperationや〉｠CAFOを《やmeansやanやAFOや
thatやisやdeRnedやasやaやLargeやCAFOやorやasやaやMediumやCAFOやbyやtheやtermsや
of this paragraph, or that is designated as a CAFO in accordance 
with paragraph (c) of this section. Two or more AFOs under common 
ownership are considered to be a single AFO for the purposes of 
determining the number of animals at an operation, if they adjoin 
each other or if they use a common area or system for the disposal of 
wastes.71 

A large AFO is deined as:

〉ｴ《やLargeやconcentratedやanimalやfeedingやoperationや〉｠LargeやCAFOを《╆やAnや
AFOやisやdeRnedやasやaやLargeやCAFOやifやitやstablesやorやconRnesやasやmanyやasや
orやmoreやthanやtheやnumbersやofやanimalsやspeciRedやinやanyやofやtheやfollowingや
categories╈や

(i) 700 mature dairy cows, whether milked or dry; 

(ii) 1,000 veal calves; 

〉iii《や ｱ╇ｰｰｰや camleやotherや thanやmatureやdairyや cowsやorやvealや calves╆やCamleや
includes but is not limited to heifers, steers, bulls and cow/calf pairs; 

(iv) 2,500 swine each weighing 55 pounds or more; 

(v) 10,000 swine each weighing less than 55 pounds; 

(vi) 500 horses; 
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(vii) 10,000 sheep or lambs; 

(viii) 55,000 turkeys; 

(ix) 30,000 laying hens or broilers, if the AFO uses a liquid manure 
handling system; 

(x) 125,000 chickens (other than laying hens), if the AFO uses other 
than a liquid manure handling system; 

(xi) 82,000 laying hens, if the AFO uses other than a liquid manure 
handling system; 

(xii) 30,000 ducks (if the AFO uses other than a liquid manure handling 
system); or 

(xiii) 5,000 ducks (if the AFO uses a liquid manure handling 
system).72 

MediumやAFOsやareやdeRnedやasやfollows╈や

〉ｶ《やMediumやconcentratedやanimalやfeedingやoperationや〉｠MediumやCAFOを《╆や
The term Medium CAFO includes any AFO with the type and number 
of animals that fall within any of the ranges listed in paragraph (b)
〉ｶ《〉i《やofや thisやsectionやandやwhichやhasやbeenやdeRnedやorやdesignatedやasやaや
CAFO╆やAnやAFOやisやdeRnedやasやaやMediumやCAFOやif╈や

〉i《や Theや typeや andやnumberや ofや animalsや thatや itや stablesや orや conRnesや fallsや
withinやanyやofやtheやfollowingやranges╈や

(A) 200 to 699 mature dairy cows, whether milked or dry; 

(B) 300 to 999 veal calves; 

〉C《やｳｰｰやtoやｹｹｹやcamleやotherやthanやmatureやdairyやcowsやorやvealやcalves╆やCamleや
includes but is not limited to heifers, steers, bulls and cow/calf pairs; 

(D) 750 to 2,499 swine each weighing 55 pounds or more; 

(E) 3,000 to 9,999 swine each weighing less than 55 pounds; 

(F) 150 to 499 horses; 

(G) 3,000 to 9,999 sheep or lambs; 
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(H) 16,500 to 54,999 turkeys; 

(I) 9,000 to 29,999 laying hens or broilers, if the AFO uses a liquid 
manure handling system; 

(J) 37,500 to 124,999 chickens (other than laying hens), if the AFO uses 
other than a liquid manure handling system; 

(K) 25,000 to 81,999 laying hens, if the AFO uses other than a liquid 
manure handling system; 

(L) 10,000 to 29,999 ducks (if the AFO uses other than a liquid manure 
handling system); or 

(M) 1,500 to 4,999 ducks (if the AFO uses a liquid manure handling 
system); and 

〉ii《やEitherやoneやofやtheやfollowingやconditionsやareやmet╈や

(A) Pollutants are discharged into waters of the United States through 
aやmanまmadeやditch╇やSushingやsystem╇やorやotherやsimilarやmanまmadeやdevice╉や
or 

(B) Pollutants are discharged directly into waters of the United States 
which originate outside of and pass over, across, or through the facility 
orやotherwiseやcomeやintoやdirectやcontactやwithやtheやanimalsやconRnedやinやtheや
operation.73 

As you can see, in order for factory farms to be regulated un-
der the CWA as a point source, they must be very large. 

や TheやCleanやAirやActや〉｠CAAを《やisやanotherやmechanismやthatや
could be used to prevent pollution associated with factory farms. 
AlthoughやtheやCAAやdoesやnotやspeciRcallyやregulateやfactoryやfarmsや
now, there is a push for EPA to include factory farms under the 
scope of this Act.74 The Humane Society, along with other con-
cerned groups, even recently petitioned the EPA to include fac-
tory farm pollution in CAA regulations.75 If factory farms were 
regulated under the CAA, the EPA or regulating State agency, 
would have the right to enter these facilities and could also at-
tempt to decrease crowding by enforcing against the resultant 
air pollution. 
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Theや EPAや recentlyや enactedや aや ruleや titled╇や ｠Preventionや ofや
SigniRcantやDeteriorationやandやTitleやVやGreenhouseやTailoringやRuleをや
〉｠GHGやTailoringやRuleを《╆76やThisやRnalやrule╇やwhichやwasやpublishedや
in the Federal Register on June 3, 2010, regulates six pollutants 
that EPA deemed to be GHGs.77 Methane is among the six pollu-
tants,78 and is a strong GHG that factory farms emit,79 as was dis-
cussed in Section II above. Under this action, EPA sets forth cri-
teriaやspeciRcやtoやGHGやemimingやsourcesやthatやvaryやfromやtheやcriteriaや
set forth under the Prevention of Serious Deterioration and title 
V programs of the Clean Air Act for other pollutants.80 Because 
the regulation of GHGs is a new concept, where GHGs had pre-
viouslyやgoneやunregulatedやunlessやregulatedやforやreasonsやdiTeringや
fromやtheirやaTectやonやclimateやchange╇やtheやEPAやisやphasingやinやtheやap-
plicability of these requirements.81 The EPA believes this phase-
inやisやneededやtoやeliminateやundueやburdenやonやpermimingやauthori-
ties and small sources.82やTheやregulationやofやGHGsやwillやRrstやapplyや
toやtheやlargestやemimers╇やandやwillやslowlyやbeginやtoやapplyやtoやsmallerや
sources.83 A variety of smaller sources are exempt from PSD and 
titleやVやpermimingやforやGHGやemissionsやuntilやAprilやｳｰ╇やｲｰｱｶやatやtheや
earliest.84 Agriculture, of course, is one of the industry groups to 
which EPA has granted this regulatory relief.85 Though EPA will 
regulate agriculture in this tailored fashion, the regulation of 
methane as the restrictions grow increasingly strict, could have 
a large impact on how factory farms operate. 
AirやpollutionやnotiRcationやregulationsやforやfactoryやfarmsやunderや

the Comprehensive Environmental Response, Compensation, 
andや LiabilityやActや 〉｠CERCLAを《や andや Emergencyや Planningや andや
Communityや Rightや toや Knowや Actや 〉｠EPCRAを《や wereや largelyや
exempted by the EPA during the recent Bush Administration.86 
Included in this exemption were releases of hazardous substan-
ces to the air, originating from animal waste.87 Thus, regulating 
factory farms through air pollution laws may be less promising 
thanやamemptingや toや regulateや conditionsや throughや theやuseやofや theや
CWA or the new GHG Tailoring Rule. 
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Despite the fact that waste from factory farms is regulated 
under the Clean Water Act and potentially could be regulated 
under the Clean Air Act and GHG Tailoring Rule, many factory 
farmsやareやnotやeTectivelyやregulated╆やUnderやtheやCWA╇やagriculturalや
operations that do not fall under the CAFO category are large-
ly unregulated as the waste from their facility is generally not 
classiRedやasやaやpointやsource╆88  Even if a farm is deemed to be a 
CAFO, the agricultural storm water discharges from the facility 
are not considered a point source and are also largely unregu-
lated.89 Pollution to groundwater is not considered pollution to 
waters of the state for regulatory purposes under the CWA.90 
Clearly, the CWA does not adequately regulate factory farms, 
despite the fact that this type of regulation has the potential to 
strictly prohibit excessive pollution from factory farms, and in 
turn can regulate the overcrowded, unsanitary living conditions 
of farm animals.

One reason these laws are weak is that the regulation of AFOs 
andやCAFOsやhasやbeenやhighlyやaTectedやbyやagriculturalやgroups‒やlo-
bbying.91 Not only does agribusiness lobby legislators for less 
restrictive laws, pharmaceutical companies also lobby to keep 
these laws lenient. Pharmaceutical companies lobby because 
they provide antibiotics in large amounts to overcrowded fac-
tory farms where the animals are inevitably diseased due to the 
close, unhealthy quarters for the animals.92 These antibiotics 
also increase growth rates.93 Because the desire for antibiotics in 
factory farms depends in large part on poor conditions therein 
and the use of these antibiotics contributes seventy percent of 
the nation’s use of antibiotics,94 the pharmaceutical companies 
have strong motives to keep factory farm regulation limited, so 
that the largest, most crowded producers continue to need bulk 
antibiotics. 

In the event that the regulations are actually passed and ap-
ply, they are often not properly enforced by states, like the HSA 
and AWA. As discussed above, the NPDES Permit Program and 
EVuentやLimitationやGuidelinesやandやStandardsやforやConcentratedや
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AnimalやFeedingやOperationsや〉｠EPAやCAFOやRuleを《やareやtheやmecha-
nisms for enforcement against factory farm pollution.95 States 
also share in the duty to regulate AFOs.96 On paper, the regu-
lations may appear to be complete, however many states lack 
adequateや resourcesやandやauthorityや toやeTectivelyや regulateや lives-
tock operations.97 The vast amount of pollution that continues 
to pour from factory farms alone shows that these rules are not 
properly enforced. 

If the CWA, CAA, and now possibly the GHG Tailoring Rule 
regulations were properly applied and enforced against factory 
farm pollution, it is likely that this would lead to less crowded 
and, thus, more humane conditions for animals produced for 
consumption at these farms. This would extend beyond the sco-
pe of the HSA in that it would lead to regulation of, not only 
slaughter techniques and procedures, but also of the accepta-
bleや livingや conditionsや permimedや atや factoryや farms╆や Decreasingや
crowding would also lead to decreased prevalence of disease 
prevalent in factory farmed animals subject to commonly found 
inhumane living conditions. 

One major problem with the model of using environmental 
lawsや inや anや eTortや toや decreaseや crowdingや andや bemerや conditionsや
for animals in factory farms is the new movement for factory 
farmsやtoやmakeやtheirやprocessesやmoreや｠green╆をやAやprimeやexampleや
ofやthisやisやtheやproposedやOswegoやCounty╇やNewやYorkやｷｲ╇ｰｰｰまheadや
slaughterhouse/ethanol plant.98 This plant proposes to use corn 
to produce ethanol and the byproduct of this process, distillery 
grain, would be used to feed the animals.99 In turn, the animal 
feces would be converted into biofuel and used to power the 
ethanol plant.100 If factory farms succeed at vastly reducing the 
pollutionや theyや create╇や especiallyや whileや creatingや ｠renewableをや
energy, they will be able to continue operating crowded facili-
ties with less repercussions and societal uproar. This may even 
lead to increased animal consumption, in that people who pre-
viously limited animal product intake because of the impact on 
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theやenvironmentやmayやfeelやbemerやaboutやeatingやanimalsやthatやwereや
farmedやinや｠environmentallyやfriendlyをやfarms╆や
Usingや environmentalや lawsや isや undoubtedlyや aや temporaryやRxや

to a deeply rooted problem and the animal rights implications 
must be addressed as well. However, because society remains 
so resistant to animal rights considerations, this environmental 
approachやshouldやbeやtakenやasやanやadditionalやamemptやtoやdecreaseや
animalやsuTeringやinやtheやmeantimeやwhileやrecognizingやthatやtheやani-
mal rights issues must still be addressed. Despite the potential 
limitations of taking this approach, it still has potential to ac-
complishやmoreやtoやbeneRtやanimalsやthanやanimalやrightsやapproachesや
because of the strong societal and legal resistance involved at 
this time. 

ｷ╆やUsingやUnfairやCompetitionやLawsやtoやRegulateや
CrueltyやtoやAnimalsや

Another way of regulating cruelty toward farm animals is 
the use of anti-competition laws. Most States have similar anti-
competition laws that can be used to decrease the prevalence of 
costまcumingやanimalやgrowthやandやslaughterやtechniquesやthatやinten-
sify cruelty to animals throughout the process.101 Under title 15, 
section 45 of the United States Code, ｠Unfair methods of com-
petitionやinやorやaTectingやcommerce╇やandやunfairやorやdeceptiveやactsや
orやpracticesやinやorやaTectingやcommerce╇やareやherebyやdeclaredやun-
lawful╆を102やTheやadvantageやthatやfactoryやfarmsやusingやcostまcumingや
tactics that lead to poor treatment of animals receive in the form 
ofやgreaterやproRtsやandやabilityやtoやsellやproductsやatやlowerやpricesやthanや
more humane competitors could potentially fall under this re-
gulation. Likewise, false advertisement by factory farms where 
animals are abused may also fall under this law. Competitors 
who are undersold as a result of cruel and deceptive factory far-
ming practices, could use this regulation as a means for impro-
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ving the treatment and living conditions of animals in factory 
farms. 

Donna Mo points out that many methods of slaughter that 
decrease costs are inhumane and even violate the HSA, but are 
not publicly enforced.103 Companies, such as farms that do not 
use inhumane practices to cut costs or mock-meat producers, 
can use unfair competition laws to bring suit against companies 
that can sell less expensive products because they are able to 
cut costs unfairly by using cruel, often illegal practices. Further, 
false advertisement of happy animals roaming free in sunny 
pasturesや canや alsoや beや amackedや asや ｠deceptiveや actsや orや practicesをや
under such laws.104 Thus, using laws against unfair competition 
may be another useful tool in decreasing cruelty to animals in 
factory farms. 

However, the drawback to using this type of enforcement 
against animal cruelty is that those who would have standing 
toやbringやsuchやaやsuitやareやalsoやRnanciallyやinterestedやparties╆やAsやaや
result, their primary goal in bringing an unfair competition suit 
against a factory farm would not truly be improvement of living 
conditionsや forや farmや animals╆や Theseや plaintiTsやmayや alsoや hesita-
te in pushing for the most stringent regulations against animal 
cruelty, as they may be weary of inadvertently creating require-
ments that they will then have to follow. Thus, while using laws 
against unfair competition and deceptive advertising in order to 
improve living conditions for farm animals does not represent 
a complete solution to animal abuse at factory farms, this tactic 
couldやserveやanやimportantやroleやinやtheやoverallやeTortやtoやstopやanimalや
abuse at such farms and slaughterhouses.

ｸ╆やRecommendations

Further regulation and greater enforcement is needed in or-
der to protect farm animals from cruel living conditions, treat-
ment, and deaths. After examining the many mechanisms and 
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laws that can be used to combat farm animal abuse and improve 
living conditions, the fact that factory farms are not more strin-
gently regulated seems puzzling.  First, the laws protecting ani-
mals from abuse exclude farm animals. Then the environmental 
laws that could be applied to improve living conditions of ani-
mals are not properly enforced and include many exemptions. 
The unfair competition laws can only be applied by competing 
farms, which will undoubtedly have ulterior motives and will 
likely lack the requisite advocacy role needed to really improve 
factory farm conditions. While it is important for advocates to 
amemptやtoやuseやtheseやlawsやinやanやeTortやtoやdecreaseやanimalやsuTe-
ring within and caused by factory farms, it is clear that new re-
gulationsやandやaやnewやsocietalやunderstandingやofやanimalやsuTeringや
is required if we truly hope to end animal cruelty resulting from 
factory farms. 

Scully argues that a Humane Farming Act should be made,105 
which is another possible way to decrease the current animal 
abuses at factory farms. Under the Humane Farming Act, Scully 
calls for provisions regulating the living conditions of farm ani-
mals and humane treatment where animals are not merely seen 
asやaやmeansや toやaやproRt╆106 Among other things, this Act would 
includeや speciRcや regulationsや forや animalや feedや ingredients╇や theや
amountやofやspaceやeachやanimalやmustやbeやallomed╇やadequateやenfor-
cement funding requirements, and severe penalties for viola-
tions.107 Mosel also calls for a similar Federal statute aimed at 
improving the living conditions of factory farmed animals.108 
A Humane Farming Act is severely overdue, but even if pas-
sed, it would present many of the same problems that the other 
applicable statutes already create. For instance, like the HSA, a 
Humane Farming Act would likely be implemented by interes-
ted parties and not vigorously enforced. The enforcement pro-
blems being recognized, a new statute could address this in dep-
thやandやprovideやforやaやbemerやenforcementやmechanismやthanやthoseや
provided in other applicable statutes. 
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A danger of further regulation, however, is that it could also 
lead to outsourcing of meat production to less regulated coun-
tries.109やInやanやamemptやtoやavoidやthis╇やactivistsやshouldやworkやtoやraiseや
awareness of the horrors associated with factory farms, making 
sure to provide details of the terrible living conditions farm 
animals are subjected to and their horrible deaths. The massive 
amounts of pollution associated with factory farms should also 
be a key focus of the campaign to educate people about factory 
farms, as this may be a more readily accepted angle through 
which to approach this sensitive topic. The campaign should not 
only encompass and target the United States, but should also in-
clude other countries- especially those that produce large quan-
tities of meat. Continuing to raise awareness about the problems 
associated with factory farming could lead to decreased market 
demand for inexpensive, cruelly produced meats. 

On top of education campaigns, both public and private en-
forcementやeTortsやmustやbeやincreased╆やMoreやfundsやshouldやbeやallo-
cated to enforcing the HSA and CWA CAFO Rules. In addition, 
the CAA should be expanded to include factory farm pollution. 
One way to accomplish this could be through citizen suits or 
other lawsuits that aim to force the government to provide re-
quisite protections for its citizens. Furthermore, there must be a 
campaign to amend the AWA to include farm animals, althou-
gh this is unlikely because such inclusion may nearly elimina-
te legally operating livestock operations. Ideally, international 
laws or treaties regulating the treatment and living conditions 
of animals, including farm animals produced for food, would be 
anやeTectiveやwayやtoやdecreaseやanimalやsuTeringやinSictedやatやfactoryや
farms╆やInternationalやtreatiesやandやlawsやareやoftenやextremelyやdiU-
cult to agree upon and given the societal and industrial impact 
of regulations concerning the operation of factory farms, it is 
unlikelyや suchや anや eTortやwouldや succeedや atや thisや time╆やHowever╇や
starting a running dialogue between countries and political le-
adersやaboutやfactoryやfarmingやissuesやcouldやproveやbeneRcialやinやac-
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complishing this goal as more people reject the legitimacy of the 
factory farm system. 

Due to social resistance, changing the public’s outlook on 
animals, their worth, and the unfair treatment they endure is the 
Rrstや stepや towardや achievingや bemerや regulationや ofや factoryや farms╆や
There is already much more interest in the mistreatment of ani-
mals in factory farms now than there had been in the past. This 
is a sign that we are moving in the right direction, toward more 
adequate protection of factory farmed animals. However, there 
is a still a long way to go and many obstacles to accomplishing 
the proper treatment of animals. Raising awareness of the terri-
ble, inhumane conditions at factory farms may be the best way 
to convince the public, and lawmakers in turn, that strict regula-
tions and enforcement mechanisms are needed here. 

ｹ╆やConclusionや

Current laws that grant animals rights fail to protect farm 
animals that are, in many ways, subjected to the cruelest treat-
ment. These laws treat animals as property and thus, only pro-
tect animals to the extent that their designated use to human 
society is maintained with minimal human expense. It is for this 
reason that farm animals have been protected most sparingly. 
While the laws are inadequate and further laws should be cre-
ated to address the mistreatment of farm animals, until society 
really sees animals as more than just a means to their ends and 
a resource for them to use, egregious animal abuse at factory 
farmsやandやotherや semingsやwillや continue╇や asやhumanやdesiresやwillや
continuouslyやbeやputやRrst╆や

Even though it is clear and largely accepted that certain ani-
malや rightsや shouldやbeやprotected╇やasや isや reSectedや inやcurrentや lawsや
protecting animals, these laws contain loopholes that suit hu-
man desires and are not properly enforced in part because of the 
lack of urgency the public and government feel toward protec-
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tingやtheseやrights╆やThisやsocietalやamitudeやisやakinやtoやtheやpersonやwhoや
agrees that animals are mistreated at factory farms, knows it is 
bad, but continues to support them by eating meat. Because hu-
mans operate under the general mindset that they are supreme, 
other animals are inferior, and it is natural and necessary for us 
to use them, all the regulations in the world will likely not end 
animal abuse. 

Society’s common resistance to see animals as ends in them-
selves, if only for self preservation and the maintenance of the 
status quo, is the very reason for the necessity of the approach to 
regulate factory farms using laws that were not designed to pro-
tect animals. Environmental laws often serve human needs and 
health, and are thus more apt to be created and enforced. Anti 
unfairやcompetitionやlawsやalsoやserveやhumanやdesiresやtoやproRt╆やThusや
these laws seem more promising in that they serve the interests 
that are most generally accepted. The hope of using these laws 
as a mechanism for improving the living conditions of factory 
farmedやanimalsやisやaやsomewhatやdesperateやamemptやtoやprotectやfarmや
animals when society and government do not see the protec-
tion of these animals as a priority. Still, whatever regulations 
weやcanやpromulgateや inや theやmeantimeやtoやdecreaseやanimalやsuTe-
ring should be enacted as we continue to raise awareness of the 
painやandやsuTeringやinSictedやuponやfarmやanimalsやconRnedやinやtinyや
living quarters, fed waste products, pumped with antibiotics, 
and handled as if they were inanimate objects that cannot feel 
pain, in the hopes that society will eventually deem farm animal 
protection a priority instead of a mere inconvenience. 
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